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Life by the sea is always exciting. It 
becomes even more attractive when 
combined with the never-ending vivid 
life in and around the city. In nearly 
40 years of hospitality Hotel & Casino 
“Cherno more“ (meaning “Black sea“ in 
Bulgarian) is a preferred location to stay  
for those who visit Varna and Bulgaria.
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Hotel & Casino “Cherno more“ takes 
advantage of a unique location - both 
in the heart of the city and only meters 
away from the beach and the sea. 

The Hotel is set on an absolutely 
stunning location - on the central 
pedestrian promenade within walking 
distance to many of the city popular 
attractions and major events. 

The well known Sea Garden is just 
a short stroll away, as well as many 
landmarks, museums, galleries, shops, 
pubs, clubs and other points of interest.

being in the 
right place
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classic deluxe exclusive

18 sq.m.

max: 2 adults

king-size bed/ 
2 single beds

bathroom with shower

Wi- Fi

30 sq.m.

max: 3 adults

king-size bed/ 
2 single beds

bathroom with shower 
and bath tube

Wi- Fi

30 sq.m.

max: 2 adults

king-size bed

bathroom with shower 
and bath tube

Wi- Fi

The 14- storey “Cherno more“ Hotel 
offers 199 elegantly decorated guest 
rooms featuring private bathroom, LCD, 
mini bar, air- conditioning and a balcony 
with incredible view to the sea and the 
city. Whether on a visit for business or 
pleasure, each room provides comfort 
and relaxation for a memorable stay.

Some rooms can be set up with extra 
beds to accommodate up to 3 guests.

accommodation 
in style
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120

80

32

varna There are three conference halls as 
well as a small meeting room on site 
of the Hotel complex. The halls offer 
the high standard of modern technical 
equipment and the convenience of 
individually controlled air-conditioning.

The conference halls are built with 
every need in mind - high panoramic 
windows for natural daylight and black-
out drapes to ensure comfort during 
multimedia presentations. 

Our event team is always there 
to provide professional support for 
the smooth running of your business 
occasion.odessos

70

36

24
75 sq.m

160 sq.m

230

132

50

cherno more
230 sq.m

the place for 
business
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add some 
taste to your 

memories

On the top floor of Hotel & Casino 
“Cherno more“ is located the popular 
restaurant “Panorama“. It lives up 
to its name by offering a spectacular 
panoramic view of the city, the beach 
and the sea. Along with the individual 
attitude to each guest, our dedicated 
team is there to ensure a real culinary 
experience and rich variety that both 
tastes and looks wonderful. 

The restaurant is the perfect place 
for family dining, an intimate dinner 
with your special somebody, weddings, 
corporate events and business cocktails.
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have fun in 
an authentic 

casino 
atmoshere

Nothing stirs your sense of excitement 
quite like the sound of cards being 
shuffled, chips being stacked and slot 
machines paying out. Consider the 
“Cherno more“ casino to be your little 
slice of Vegas right at Black sea.

The Casino guests enjoy wide variety 
of live games and slot machines as well 
as daily promotions and bonuses for 
active players.

safety

discretion

professionalism
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time to unwind

For the sports enthusiasts there is 
Huni Sports Club. It is one of the first 
centers to open in Varna, offering training 
and activities under the supervision of 
experienced proffessional instructors. 
There are 3 halls where group training 
takes place, a massage cabinet and 2 
fitvibe training devices.

Reload in the morning with a glass 
of fresh fruit juice or enjoy the end 
of a busy day with refreshing drink at 
piano bar Sinatra. It is one of the most 
romantic spots in Varna where the night 
panorama over the city can be enjoyed 
together with live music.  

inspiration style

variety
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more 
information

@chernomorehotel

chernomorebg.com

reservations@chernomorebg.com
chernomore@chernomorebg.com
mice@chernomorebg.com
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